APPENDIX C

Site Photographs
Figure C0. Arial photograph of Deetlefs Estate Wine Cellar, showing the location from and direction in which photographs were taken.
Figure C1. Front view of barrel cellar. Buildings will remain as current.

Figure C2. Front view of barrel cellar and main homestead to the left (east). Buildings will remain as current.

Figure C3. Buildings/warehouses to the back of barrel cellar, viewed from area between main homestead and cellar (eastern side).

Figure C4. Buildings/warehouses to the back of barrel cellar, viewed from area between main homestead and cellar (southeastern side).
Figure C5. Buildings to the back of barrel cellar viewed from the western side.

Figure C6. Buildings to the back of barrel cellar viewed from the western side.

Figure C7. View from the area between the barrel cellar and main wine cellar facilities, towards the north.

Figure C8. Area behind wine cellar and warehouse (viewed from the south).
Note: The scale, architecture and the frontal character of the existing facilities will be maintained in the extended buildings. The existing building will be expanded to the west and back, to accommodate the new facilities (Figure C 11 & 12).
Figure C13. View from the back of wine cellar towards farm workers cottages (far back). A section of vineyards will be removed to accommodate the increased area zoned to Agriculture II.

Figure C14. View towards back of wine cellar that will be extended backwards.

Figure C15. View from back of wine cellar towards the south, showing a small, walled-in burial ground in the distance. The burial area will not be affected by the development.

Figure C16. View from Deetlefs Wine Cellar towards the north-west, showing the Nuwehoop Cellar in the distance.
Figure C00. Arial photograph of Deetlefs Estate, showing the approximate location from and direction in which photographs of the proposed sites for new vineyards were taken. For more photographs of the proposed sites for new vineyards, refer to Appendix G – Specialists Reports.
**Figure C17.** Upstream view south-west) of the proposed 9 ha site for new vineyards along the Smalblaar River.

**Figure C18.** Downstream view (north-east) of the proposed 9 ha site for new vineyards along the Smalblaar River.

**Figure C19.** Downstream view (north-east) of the proposed 3ha site for new vineyards along the Smalblaar River.

**Figure C20.** Upstream view (south-west) of the proposed 3 ha site for new vineyards along the Smalblaar River (opposite side of river).